Access Hospitality Ireland
Complete
Hospitality
Software

Welcome
Access Hospitality Ireland is proud to work
with over 1,000+ of the leading Irish
hospitality operators, helping them reduce
costs, improve staff engagement and
ultimately deliver better guest experiences
through Access Hospitality suite.

Access hospitality software heightens
productivity in your business, offering
you efficient and streamlined
alternatives for hospitality management.
Here to support you, our innovative
software enables you to remain
engaged and connected when working,
allowing you to focus on other aspects
of your business, including delivering
unique guest experiences.
Contact our sales team in Galway today
to discuss how we can help reduce your
costs and improve your performance,
on 091 388 091 or
sales@accesshospitality.ie

David Noone
Managing Director
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Our Mission / Contact Us

Access Procure Wizard
Access Procure Wizard is the leading provider
of purchase-to-pay software, offering food and
beverage solutions, in the hospitality industry.
Our award-winning purchase-to-pay technology has revolutionised the
hospitality industry, giving operators an easy and effective way to maximise
service delivery and save costs.
We have helped organisations secure millions of euros of efficiency savings by
streamlining procurement, reducing indirect spend, and automating invoice
processing.

Purchase-to-Pay, Kitchen Management
& Inventory Control Hospitality Solutions

+3%

100%

increase in GP

paperless

+5%
invoice to credit ratio

100%
automation

ACCESS PROCURE WIZARD
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‘‘

Procure Wizard was the obvious solution to purchasing, procurement and to
streamlining everything in that side of the business. The reason we chose Access was the
reputation of the software and a lot of our suppliers used the system and had great

‘‘

things to say about it. It makes the ordering system an awful lot easier, it streamlines
everything and makes life an awful lot easier.

Fran Toomey, Procurement Manager,
Choice Hotels Ireland

Access Procure Wizard
Purchase-to-Pay
Automate and control the procurement process with Ireland’s leading
purchase-to-pay solution that automates 100% of invoices and provides a
single point of control for everything from receiving an order to electronic
invoices.

Food & Beverage Control
Empower your team with a full kitchen management system that gives them
full visibility over menus, dishes, waste management, stock, allergens and
nutrition. Gain tighter control over margins and watch your kitchen thrive.

Stock Control
Access Procure Wizard’s stock solution will enable you to gain information
and valuable insights on a range of key performance indicators, including
gross margin by product, purchase details and cost prices. Operators can
ensure adherence to stocking policy and more importantly understand
consumption patterns based on sales data to pinpoint stock discrepancies.

Capture
Move to 100% paperless with our capture solution which enables operators
to process supplier invoicing without the need for scanning, printing or
manual entry.

ACCESS PROCURE WIZARD
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‘‘

We are excited about TNA in that it will give our managers real-time analysis of forecast
wage costs and budgets, all vital aspects of workforce management and an

‘‘

opportunity for HR to work towards becoming paperless.

Sam Shepherd, Group Director of Human Resources,
O’Callaghan Collection

Access TnA Wizard
Powerful and intuitive cloud-based workforce
management solution that enables you to
streamline your human resource, scheduling,
and people management processes within
busy, multi-site hospitality environments.

Key Benefits:
•

Powerful workforce scheduling and
rota management.

•

Labour optimisation tools to ensure
the right staff are on at the right
time.

•

Easily manage your staff to
encourage employee engagement
through employee self service portal.

•

Track employee attendance and
engagement.

•

Effortlessly manage holidays and
sickness.

•

Fully integrated vacancy and
candidate management to simplify
recruitment and onboarding.

•

Comprehensive organisation-wide
training management solution.

•

Employees can check schedules and
request holidays using their mobile
devices.

ACCESS TnA WIZARD
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‘‘

As a growing multi-site we wanted to ensure that we selected the right systems
solutions partner to support our future growth. The reporting capabilities of Access
EPoS are incredible and the amount of visibility of data we have compared to a couple

‘‘

of years ago is amazing.

Brenda Murphy, Financial Controller,
Bodytonic

Access EPoS
Real-time cloud-based EPoS designed on
modern architecture with no back-office
onsite server. Fast and accurate touch-screen
technology is easily configured for all service
types.
Access EPoS software gives hospitality operators the technology to drive efficiency
and run a more profitable business, as well as provide exceptional guest experiences
from one trusted source.
Clever and intuitive, our modular systems enable operators to rethink and reimagine
the traditional EPoS till beyond the original vision. No other provider can match the
reliability, flexibility and adaptability of our EPoS software, the number of specialist
partnerships or integration we offer our multi-site customers including the integration
with our Access Procure Wizard stock module.
Packed full of easy to use smart functionality, including clever upselling, promotional
and grouping prompts, making serving customers a lot quicker, no matter how they
engage or pay.

+3%
faster more accurate

easy customer

integration with

extensive analytics

service times

interactions

Opera PMS, Guestlink

pulling into one

& more..

database

ACCESS EPoS
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‘‘

We have been able to maximise floor space, turning tables, and most importantly our
own time; Access Collins is wonderfully simple to use and comprehensively covers all

Murrays Bars, Dublin

‘‘

aspects of the booking process.

Access Collins
Access Collins is a revolutionary cloud-based
booking and enquiry management software for
the restaurant, bar and private booking market.
Our fully integrated system looks after customers at every stage of the customer
journey, from when they are looking for inspiration, booking their visit and even to the
post-visit follow up.
A comprehensive solution that manages every aspect of your reservations and
enquiry management. Our fully integrated system manages;

Restaurant Reservations
Enquiry Management
Table Management
Comprehensive Reporting
Pre-Ordering and Payment
Launched in 2014, Access Collins has over 4,500 clients and booked in over 50 million
covers.

700

18%

25%+

more bookings/

enquiry increased

saved per year per

enquires in from

conversion rate

user with increased

satisfaction for

efficiency

our support and

your website

HOURS

92/100
unparalleled

account management

ACCESS COLLINS
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Access Financials
Our leading financial management and
accounting software is designed to support the
needs of complex businesses and not-for-profit
organisations - giving you business-wide
efficiency and insight to support strategic growth.
As one of Ireland’s fastest-growing software businesses, we understand that
expansion isn’t always easy. As your organisation grows, outdated processes and
disconnected systems can cause inefficiencies, adding unnecessary costs, risks and
delays. Access financial management software brings together all your accounting and
financial operations in one place – making you more efficient, more in control and
giving you real-time visibility and insight across your organisation.

deep functionality

multi-dimensional

innovative apps that

latest cloud

and simple usability

reporting allowing

improve productivity

technology, access

you to manage KPI’s

securely anywhere on
any device

ACCESS FINANCIALS
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Access Orderbee
Access Orderbee, an order and pay service
that is simple to use, easy to implement, cost
effective to scale. Built with hospitality in
mind.
Our integrated Order and Pay and Click and Collect services seamlessly integrates
with a number of leading hospitality EPOS systems, payment gateways, CRMs, SCVs,
menu management and Guest Feedback providers.
Our stand-alone Order and Pay platform has been designed for those that can’t have,
don’t need or want to pay for an integrated system. It doesn’t require any new
equipment or up-front expense and can be up and running in days if not hours.

€99

€17

1,485

average order value

sites now live with

total platform orders

no hefty fees, just one

Access Orderbee

to date

monthly fee with no

MILLION

€↓

commission

ACCESS ORDERBEE
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Access Workspace
Access Workspace, our next generation cloud
platform works like the apps we love.
With everyone using the same data, integrated
across your core business systems.
Access Workspace lets you get what you need – when you need it – quickly and so
easily. Expense claims, purchasing requests, booking leave, all automatically approved
without admin, bother or hassle.
It means work feels less like work, less of a grind. It means more time for the job
you’re passionate about. More time to do more of what’s important.
Workspace, when business software feels this good, when it works the way you want
to work, you’re free to achieve so much more.

team cohesion,

shared, centrally-

improve employee

held data

complimentary apps

work
smarter

engagement

ACCESS WORKSPACE
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Complete Hospitality Solution
Our solutions span every element of your
hospitality operation from reservations, ticketing,
EPoS, purchase-to-pay, kitchen management,
CRM, fulfilment, people and finance.

ACCESS HOSPITALITY
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Our Mission
Access Hospitality Ireland based in Oranmore Co. Galway is an
established software solutions provider to the hospitality sector.
Our best-of-breed EPoS, reservations, ticketing, procurement, purchase
-to-pay, property maintenance and workspace solutions are designed
for hospitality pub and bar, restaurant, food-to-go, hotel and leisure
operators.
Our mission is to support the growth and day-to-day operations of
hospitality providers to improve performance, increase cost efficiency
and drive productivity giving you the freedom to do more!

091 388 091
sales@accesshospitality.ie
accesshospitality.ie

